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New features in 
Mascot 2.1

There’s a very minor change from the published program: I’ll be 
presenting the changes to Mascot 2.1 before the session on Mascot 
security. 
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Administration . . .

• On the public web site on 7th May 2005 
• Windows and Linux CDs were sent to all 

customers on support contracts on 16th May
• AIX, Irix, Tru64 and Solaris due within the next 

month.

A few minor administration points - Mascot 2.1 was available on our 
public web site on 7th May this year.

The Linux and Windows update CDs were sent out to all our customers 
in the middle of May, so if you haven’t received yours yet, and you 
believe that you should have done, please send an email to 
info@matrixscience.com

We aim to release the remaining Unix builds by the end of this month.
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New features in Mascot 2.1

• Export results in various formats
• Search engine and report enhancements
• Mascot Daemon enhancements
• Mascot Security.

This talk will be divided into these four sections:

We will start with the new export utility.
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Export script

• Provides export to a number of formats:
– CSV (comma separated values)
– XML
– pepXML (from ISB)
– DTASelect.

When a Mascot search is run, the results for the search are saved in a 
mime format text file on the Mascot server.A perl script reads that 
results file, and displays the html in a nice friendly way in your browser. 
The results text file itself could never be described as bedtime reading -
even for me. 

In Mascot version 2.0 and later, these perl scripts use a toolkit that we 
call Mascot parser. If you are developing a relational database product, 
then you should also license a copy of Mascot Parser from us to extract 
the data from the results files - you definitely shouldn’t screen scrape the 
html. Mascot Integra, which we will hear about later, uses Mascot 
Parser.

However, what if you want to just put the results into Excel or if you 
don’t have the necessary skills to write some code using Mascot Parser? 

The new export facility is designed to fulfil your requirements.

It will output the results in a number of formats.
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Starting the export

You may not have noticed in Mascot 2.1 that there is an extra item in the 
drop down list - Export Search results. Select this, and then press the 
“Format As” button
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Choose output format:

You now have a page with lots of formatting options - the first choice is 
the output format.

If you want the XML format, you probably know that this is what you 
want. If you’ve no idea what XML is, chances are you don’t want it.

Choose CSV if you  want to export to Excel - I’ll show an example in a 
moment.

Choose pepXML if you want to export to Protein Prophet from ISB. We 
would recommend that you use this exporter rather than ISB’s own 
Mascot2XML converter.

Finally, if you are using Dave Tabb’s DTASelect then you will want to 
choose this last option.
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To export to Excel, simply select CSV as the format, and click on the 
Export Search Results button at the bottom of the page.

You can then click on the Open button to open it into Excel:
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It is likely that you will then want to go back to the previous page and 
select some different options.

It’s as easy as that.
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For those of you into XML, here is a sample XML file. The schema is 
available from our web site or your local Mascot installation.

Please read the help for details.
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If you have the right tools, then you can obviously view the XML data in 
a ‘database’ format.
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Before I go any further, I’d like to gently point out that there is a help 
page for this. Simply click on the help link and read...
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Export Script - command line

• Can run the script from a shell prompt or 
command line

• Useful for automation in a pipeline
• For example:

export_dat.pl do_export=1 export_format=XML 
file=../data/F001234.dat _requireboldred=1.

Finally, with an in-house server, the export script can be called from the 
command line or a shell prompt. 

I won’t go into any detail here, but this means that it is possible to set up 
a script that will, for example, automatically convert all of your Mascot 
results to XML files. 

Obviously, if you do this automatically, please make sure that you keep 
the original .dat files or your won’t be able to view the results in a 
browser.
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New features in Mascot 2.1

• Export results in various formats
• Search engine and report enhancements
• Mascot Daemon enhancements
• Mascot Security

Lets move on now to look at some of the search engine and report
enhancements. These items are not in any particular order.
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mzData 1.05 (with CV 1.0) 

In Mascot 2.1, you can search data in the new mzData format.

mzData is a peak list format, just like mgf, pkl and dta. For those who 
are interested, it is XML. The good thing is that mzData files will contain 
additional information about the instrument settings and parameters 
that were used to generate the data.  

This format has been defined by the HUPO Proteomics Standards 
Initiative - and is the result of a large number of meetings with 
representatives from most of the mass spec instrument manufacturers 
and software vendors.

Over the coming year, expect most of the instrument data systems to 
start exporting peak lists in mzData format.

We only support release 1.05 - earlier releases are not supported. We also 
support the controlled vocabulary version 1.0

For MS-MS searches, simply select from the list. 

For PMF searches, the format is detected automatically.

Unfortunately there isn’t much more to show - it just works.
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Negative 
ions

Charge = 1-

Bruker XML

Need to enter 
precursor m/z for 

Bruker XML

Optional new 
instrument with 
added ‘c’ ions

Mascot 2.1 now supports data from negative ions experiments.

It should be very obvious how to use this. Simply enter the charge state 
(singly charged in this case).

For this example, I’ll also illustrate that Bruker XML files are now also 
supported in Mascot 2.1.  Unfortunately, the Bruker XML format doesn’t 
include the precursor mass for ms-ms data, so you will need to enter this 
manually.

For this example, I’ve also created a new instrument definition. I chose 
to add support for ‘c’ ions to the standard tof-tof definition. This isn’t 
strictly necessary, but it can help scores slightly.
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And, we get a match to a Corticotropin protein 
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Negative ions

Mr value is ~ 1Da higher than the 
observed because it loses rather 

than gains a proton

If we look at the details, we can see an accurate peptide mass as you 
would expect from this instrument. Note that the Mr value is 1 Dalton 
higher than the observed mass because the negative charge means that 
we lose rather than gain a proton.
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Sometimes see some ‘c’ ions

Ion types same as for 
+ve mode, but with 

one proton per charge 
subtracted rather than 

added.

Finally, looking at the ions table, those of you with a great memory for 
residue masses and exceptionally good eyesight will instantly notice that 
the ion types are the same as in positive mode, but the masses are all 2 
Dalton out because we have to subtract rather than add a proton.

It’s also worth noting that we do indeed see some ‘c’ ions
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Flanking residues displayed

-.  indicates 
terminus

In Mascot 2.1 we  now show the residues each side of the peptide. So, for 
example, still looking at this negative ions data, we see that this was an 
‘N’ terminus peptide, indicated by the dash. 

Looking at the popup, you can see the terminus residues - except for the 
first peptide. However, and this isn’t a bug (or what we in the software 
industry commonly refer to as a ‘feature’) . The reason is that this 
peptide was found in a number of proteins. The top scoring protein was 
the Corticotropin from the finback whale, and we can see that this is at 
the N terminus

However, you still just see behind the yellow popup that this peptide was 
present in a number of proteins - if we look at the protein view for the 
pig-tailed macaque protein, we can see that it’s in the middle of a (larger) 
protein and therefore does have a residue before the n terminus.

Clearly, showing the flanking residues would be very misleading in cases 
like this.

Where the peptide was only found in one protein, the flanking residues 
are displayed.
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Phosphorylation

• 3 fragmentation channels 
– intact fragments 
– neutral loss of HPO3 (80 Da) 
– neutral loss of H3PO4 (98 Da) 

• Many people unaware of need to choose 
multiple modifications in Mascot 2.0

Detecting phospho peptides and phosphorylation sites in search engines 
is notoriously difficult. One of the reasons for the difficulty is that there 
are three different fragmentation channels. We can see intact fragments, 
loss of 80 and loss of 98. Some peptides just have one of these channels, 
others, in the same sample will have another channel, and some will 
have  2 or 3 channels in the same peptide. 

In Mascot 2.0 and earlier, it was necessary to select a different 
modification for each neutral loss. 

Furthermore, when using, for example, two modifications, one looking for 
no neutral loss and one looking for a loss of 98, only one fragmentation 
channel would be considered at a time - the combination of both losses 
wouldn’t be considered together.
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Modifications can now have 
multiple neutral losses

Title:Phospho (STY)
Residues:S 166.998359 167.0572
Residues:T 181.014010 181.0838
Residues:Y 243.029660 243.1532
NeutralLoss:97.976896 97.9952 0
NeutralLoss:0 0 0
*

This is a new definition in the Mascot 2.1 mod_file.

Firstly, note that we now choose to group all three possible sites into the 
same modification. Secondly, note that we have two of three possible 
neutral losses.

If you download the latest mod_file from unimod, then you won’t get this 
in the mod_file - because this format wasn’t supported in earlier versions 
of Mascot, and not everyone will have upgraded yet.

There’s a good reason for not including the loss of 80 Daltons in the 
standard modification. Since the neutral loss is the same as the
precursor delta, if there are multiple potential phosphorylation sites in a 
peptide, there will be ambiguity as to which site is phosphorylated. See 
the example in the Post translational modifications help page on our web 
site.
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B(5) loss of 98

B(5) no neutral loss

Just looking at an example, we can see a case here with two different 
neutral losses. 

We now show the different neutral losses more clearly on the spectrum 
and also make it clear what is shown in the table
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Neutral loss from precursor

• Neutral loss from precursor can be a guide to 
the identity of the phosphorylated residue
– loss of 98 Da, then the expectation is 

phosphoserine or phosphothreonine
– no neutral loss, then probably phosphotyrosine

• PepNeutralLoss - neutral loss from precursor 
so that this peak is not treated as noise

• ReqPepNeutralLoss performs same function 
but the peak must be present.

We have added two new keywords:
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Neutral loss from precursor

Title:Phospho (ST)
Residues:S 166.998359 167.0572
Residues:T 181.014010 181.0838
NeutralLoss:97.976896 97.9952 0
NeutralLoss:0 0 0
ReqPepNeutralLoss:97.976896 97.9952
*

And here is an example that you could include in your mod_file if you 
want.
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Ambiguous charge states

• For many data, particularly ion trap, cannot 
determine the precursor charge state reliably

• Mascot allows “2+ and 3+” etc.
• In Mascot 2.0 and earlier, this creates 2 or 

more separate queries per spectrum
• At best, this leads to a lot of unmatched 

spectra
• At worst, it can result in false positives.

The next new feature that I want to describe is the new way in which we 
deal with unknown precursor charge states.

To summarise the problem, I’ll describe what happens with Mascot 2.0 
and earlier:

- We often cannot determine the precursor charge state, but we know for 
example, that we are only likely to see 1+ 2+ or 3+ charge states from an 
ion trap

- So, Mascot 2.0 allows you to specify 2+ and 3+

- In Mascot 2.0 and earlier, this creates two or three separate queries for 
each spectrum. In effect, it is just duplicating the spectrum.

- If you had a data file with 100k spectra, and specified 1+,2+ and 3+ for 
all them, you would get 200 thousand spectra which couldn’t possibly 
give a match.

- As a worst case, you can also get some false positives - I’ll just show an 
example:
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Same spectrum, 2+ and 3+

Here is an example from Mascot 2.0 where the 2+ and 3+ option has been 
applied to a single spectrum. The correct charge state in this case is 2+ , 
but you can see that there are significant matches for both 2+ and 3+

if you look carefully, you will see that the 3++ peptide contains the 2++ 
peptide. It just has more residues on the n terminus. If we look at the 
peptide view, then
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For the 3++ results, we will see that the reason is simply that the y ions 
were dominant, and that these of course all still match. This is always 
likely to occur for some spectra in a large data set when using wide 
peptide tolerances with no enzyme and several variable modifications. 

Before Mascot 2.1, there wasn’t much that you could do about this.
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Mascot 2.1 with multiple charges

Select
1+, 2+ and 3+

(or 2+ and 3+)

Following the same example with Mascot 2.1, I’ve selected 1+, 2+ and 3+
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Mascot just reports 
the charge state 
with the highest 

match - 2+ in this 
case

And we see now that we have just one query and one significant match. 
All that Mascot is doing is to iterate through the charges, and just keep 
the charges with the highest score. 

As I’ve already explained, The other advantage is that the list of 
unmatched peptides will be much smaller.
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Miscellaneous changes

• Allow fixed and variable mod for same residue. 
• Remove MaxAccessionLen
• Multiple accessions for identical sequences
• Parent / precursor cut-out window in MS/MS 
• Only compress one database at a time
• Can load larger results files
• minPepLenInSearch.

There are number of smaller, but still significant changes that were introduced in the 
Mascot 2.1 search engine:

In cases where you want to specify that a residue should have one of two possible 
modifications, but shouldn’t be allowed to be unmodified, you can now select one as 
fixed and one as variable. This would for example, be sensible for ICAT.

We’ve removed the MaxAccessionLen  parameter that has caused some grief for Mascot 
system administrators. If you’ve not had an issue with this, then you never will. 

We have also done something to address the issue of the database providers changing 
accessions. For a non-redundant database such as the NCBInr database, identical 
sequences are only included in the fasta once, but the accession for each of the source 
sequences are available on the description line. The problem occurs when the database 
provider changes the order of the accessions - Mascot 2.0 and earlier would only look at 
the first accession. This could mean that if you looked at an old result file with a newer 
database, then Mascot wouldn’t have been able to find the protein and display the 
protein view.

You can now configure the precursor cut-out window. It now removes a smaller region 
depending on the charge state. 

Start up of a Mascot server should now be faster if you a lot of databases - particularly if 
they all need updating.

We’ve decreased the memory requirements when loading large results files 

Some searches, particularly when using a large modification such as ITRAQ could be 
very slow because it would try to match 3mers. This is now configurable - default is 5 
residues.
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New features in Mascot 2.1

• Export results in various formats
• Search engine and report enhancements
• Mascot Daemon enhancements
• Mascot Security.

So, we have looked at exporting results  and search engine and report 
enhancements. Moving on to Mascot Daemon:
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Merge a batch of data files

• For example, multiple fractions from a MudPIT run

Not available for 
Real-time monitor 

(for ‘obvious’
reasons)

You can now specify that you want to merge a whole group of raw files 
into one big search file. To do this simply drag all the files into the box 
here, click the check box and then Run.

For obvious reasons, you can’t do this with a monitor task. For a monitor 
task, it doesn’t know when it has finished, so it would never know when 
to stitch all of the files together and submit them.
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I don’t need to say anything about this slide. (Daemon Window is now re-
sizable)

If you haven’t used Mascot Daemon before, it won’t mean anything to 
you anyway. If you use Daemon regularly, then you will probably 
appreciate it - ah do I hear some subdued applause from the back?
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Peak lists saved to disk

• In Mascot 2.0 and earlier, when an import filter 
(for example Mascot.dll for Sciex, or Distiller) 
created a peak list this was a temporary file

• Creating the peak list often takes time. . . . . . 
• Peak list and project file now saved in a directory 
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Peak list and Distiller projects

Of course, the directory that it saves the files in is configurable.

However, what is really smart is if you use Mascot Distiller to do the 
processing:
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Integrating Distiller and Daemon

I’ll just show a simple example - one raw file. I’ve chosen to use Mascot 
Distiller for the import filter, and we now have a few extra options here, 
including the one for saving the project file.
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New ‘link’ to Distiller

The processing is done, and we now have an extra link in the results.

Click on the link, and this will open Distiller:
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Which opens the project and the raw file in Mascot Distiller

There is an extra tab now for searches and you can see that there is 
currently just one search against this raw file saved in the project.

Next, you can choose to display the results and
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You can then see the matches.

If you see a good looking spectrum with no significant matches, you can 
then use Denovo, as John explained earlier.
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Mascot Daemon changes

• Merge a batch of data files into single search
• Window is re-sizeable
• Peak lists from data import filters saved to disk
• Option to save Mascot Distiller project file
• No limits on the size of data files
• Work-around if problem with running as a 

service.

We have now seen most of the new functionality in Daemon. We can now 
merge a batch of data files into a single search, the window is re-sizeable, 
peak lists from all data import filters are now saved to disk, and, with 
Distiller 2.0, there is the option to save project files.

Two other significant changes are that there is no longer a limit on the 
file size of data files. Mascot Daemon version 2.0 used to run out of 
memory in some cases.

In addition, in some organisations with particularly over-zealous IT 
departments, it was difficult for some people to run Daemon as a service, 
so there is now an option to run it just as a normal application.
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New features in Mascot 2.1

• Export results in various formats
• Search engine and report enhancements
• Mascot Daemon enhancements
• Mascot Security.
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Mascot Security

• Why?
• The ‘end user experience’
• Basic principles - groups, users and tasks
• Enabling / disabling security 
• Using the administration utility
• Example - a core lab
• Workarounds for third party applications
• Hints and tips.
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Why?

We have had quite a number of requests like this one over the years. To 
be honest, I had assumed that as databases have seemed to become more 
public,the number of these requests would be reduced. However, we still 
get asked this quite often.
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Why?

This is a much more common request - I’ll just let you read it.
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The end user experience

Just to give you an idea of what the end user will see when they use a 
Mascot 2.1 server with security enabled.

Firstly, they can access all of the help pages - they are freely available on 
our public web site, so there seems no point in blocking them.

However, when the user comes to click on one of the Mascot Search 
forms, they are given a requested to log in:

Their name and email address is then filled into the form, and they can 
see that they are logged in up here.
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Users can edit their own profile

And change their 
password

Obviously a user can edit their own profile by clicking on the edit link, 
and they can edit their own name and email address. 

The administrator can disable this functionality for groups of people if 
they wish.

Obviously a user can change their password if they want. 
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Search log - only see own searches

One of the requirements is to be able to see the search log - in this case I 
have only been given rights to see my own searches.
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Basic principles - Users

• Login name
• Password, password expiry
• Full name, email address
• Account enabled / disabled
• Member of one or more groups.

I’ll quickly cover some basic principles:
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Basic principles - Groups

• Name
• List of members
• List of allowed tasks.

A group is just a collection of users. 

Note that for simplicity, allowed tasks can only be applied to groups -
they cannot be applied to individual users.
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Basic principles - Tasks

• For example
– Allow PMF search
– Allow MS/MS search
– Maximum number of queries
– Can view the search log
– Can search specific databases
– Can view other peoples results.

There are 30 different tasks that members of a group can be allowed to 
perform - for example:
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Enable / disable security

When Mascot 2.1 is first installed, Mascot security is disabled. So, if you 
try and login you will see this message.

To enable security, open a command prompt or a shell on the Mascot 
server, and change to the mascot/bin directory. Then type 
enable_security.pl.

This takes a few seconds. If you forget the administrator password, it can 
always be reset to admin by running this script again.
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The security administration utility looks like this.

There is a list of users, a list of groups and some options.

If you hold the mouse over any of the blue text, help will appear at the 
bottom of the screen. I’ll quickly run through the options.

You can’t disable security from here - it has to be done on the server 
using the disable security command

The session timeout is in seconds. After this period of inactivity, the user 
will be required to login again.

The password expiry time is in days. After this period of time, the user 
will be required to enter a new password. 

Any new password must be at least this length. Maximum length is 50. 
Um, think I’ll set the minimum length to 25 on our server back in the 
office - that should keep people on their toes.

Session cookies are automatically destroyed when the browser is closed. 
With some browsers, session cookies are not shared when a new instance 
of the browser is opened, which might mean that a user has to login 
again for each new window opened. 

If verify the IP address is set, then any request to perform a privileged 
action will compare the IP address that the request is coming from with 
the one originally used to login.

Logging level should normally be left at 3

To add a user, simply click on the Add User button
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Enter a name and password.

It’s often a good idea to force the user to enter a new password when they 
first login

Enter their full name and email address.

I’ll return to the choice of user types later - most users should just be 
standard Mascot users.

Make sure that the account is enabled, and then select one or more 
groups for the user to belong to.
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Notification and 
error 

messages

Select group 
and edit
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When editing a group, you can change the name - it is the unique ID that 
remains constant. Users can be added to, or removed from the group like 
this

This is the list of tasks that members of the group cannot perform. So, for 
example, if I want to add restrict the number of searches that members 
of this group can perform, I simply click on the task, then Add Task. In 
this case I need to enter the number as well.

Finally, nothing is saved until you click on Save  Changes.
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Mascot Security

• Why?
• The end user ‘experience’
• Basic principles - groups, users and tasks
• Enabling / disabling security 
• Using the administration utility
• Example - a core lab
• Workarounds for third party applications
• Hints and tips

I’d now like to take you through an example - in this case for a core lab.
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Example 1 - Core lab

• 2 people in the core lab: Jack and Jill
• Many departments submit samples 
• Most departments have > 1 person
• Each department should not be able to see 

other departments searches
• Immunology department: Ian and Mary
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Core lab - add a group for each 
‘customer’

We can add users or groups first - doesn’t matter. I’ll add the group first
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And I’ll set up some rights for the group.

As you can see, they are allowed to perform PMF and MS-MS searches -
I’ve added this so that they repeat searches with different parameters if 
they want,  but I’m not allowing them to do no enzyme searches. They 
are allowed to use all the different databases, can see each others 
searches. Finally, they can use the search logs and status screens to find 
their own searches.
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We now add Ian as a user, and assign him to the immunology group.
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Add jack and jill 
from the core lab to 

the PowerUsers 
group

Allow spoofing of 
another user

Next we need to set up the hard workers in the core lab - jack and jill. 
We simply create the two users and add them to the group. 

Also, note that I have added this task which allows ‘spoofing’ of another 
user- we will come to that again in a minute.
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Use Daemon to run searches

We are nearly ready to start searches. Just before we start, we need to 
setup Daemon to login as somebody. By default, there is a ‘daemon’ user, 
and you can use this user on all the daemons. Before you do that, you 
will need to enable the daemon account and set a password using the 
security administration utility. Then, simply enter this name and 
password in the Daemon settings.

Alternatively, jack and Jill could put their own user name and passwords 
in here.
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Mascot Daemon

Tag is substituted 
with the ‘spoofed’

user name

When you set up parameters, use these special tags for the user name 
and email address. They will then be substituted by the spoofed name.
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Mascot Daemon

Choose user to 
‘Spoof’ for the 

search

In the Task tab, we set up the ‘owner’ for the searches. In this case, Jill 
will choose ian as the owner.
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Logged in as jack or jill, 
can see searches from 

all users

Jack Core now runs all his searches for Ian. When Jack or Jill are logged 
in, because they are power users, they can see all of the searches.
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But Ian can only see 
searches submitted by 

Jack on his behalf

But when Ian from immunology is logged in, he can only see his own 
searches, or those submitted by Jack on his behalf.
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Core lab - less access for users

• If you don’t want the customers to be able to 
do any searches, but just view the results, 
then just give them the access to tasks:
– SEARCH: Allow all fasta databases to be 

searched 
– VIEW: See search results from other people in 

your own group 
– VIEW: Allow user to view the search log 
– ADMIN: Allow use of Database Status application 

As I said earlier, you may want some groups to just be able to view 
results. In this case, only give them rights to perform these tasks:

- You must allow all fasta databases to be searched otherwise they won’t 
be able to see the protein view. However, they can’t perform PMF or 
MS/MS searches.
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So in this case, Ian from immunology can view the search log, see his 
results, but when he tries to do a repeat search, he is denied access
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Supporting 3rd party applications

• Older applications that submit searches to 
Mascot won’t have their own login

• Try logging in using Internet Explorer before 
running the application - cookies

• Use one of the ‘special’ user types:

There is a potential issues with other applications that interface with 
Mascot but don’t yet have code to support the login functionality.

Since session ids are saved as cookies, and since most Windows 
applications that access web sites use internet explorer libraries, it is 
worth just trying to login in an Internet explorer window before starting 
the application. 

Alternatively, you can use one of the special user types.
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Special user types

• Computer name / IP address
– Never have to log in from that computer
– Use the computer name / IP address as the 

‘name’
• Agent string

– Can determine the agent string from the web 
server logs

– Not secure because someone could create 
another app to use this agent string

• Web server authentication.
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Hints and tips - 1

• Plan carefully before implementation 
• Login as admin to perform admin tasks
• When setting up new user, force change 

password on next use
• Enabling Mascot security doesn’t stop your 

server from being hacked
• For ‘debugging’ use ‘Current session 

information’:

I can’t stress enough that you should plan what you intend to do before 
you start. Think carefully about what groups you want to create

As any Unix administrator will tell you, it’s always best to separate your 
administration and user tasks. However, we can’t force you, but that is 
why the default admin user cannot submit searches.
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You can see the list of tasks that the user can perform
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Hints and tips - 2

• Be careful when adding someone to multiple 
groups

• Don’t forget to enable the Daemon account 
and set a new password

• View the log file periodically
• Moving Mascot to another PC? Just copy 

user.xml, group.xml and security_options.xml.

If you added Jack and Jill to the immunology group, then any search 
that they perform under their name would be visible to members of the 
immunology group. Mascot would have no way of knowing who the 
search was intended for.
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New features in Mascot 2.1

• Export results in various formats
• Search engine and report enhancements
• Mascot Daemon enhancements
• Mascot Security
• Request for version 2.2 always welcome
• Coffee break - restart at 10:45.

We have covered quite a lot in the last hour -


